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Now take the ratio of Eqs. (7) and (8). The result is 

r(Eall) < (1 ) / --= exp -- L: Caf3 Eali 
ro kT a.1l • 

<exp(-~ L: CaIiEall)' (9) 
kTa.1l A 

The angular brackets indicate that a statistical average 
has been taken of the quantity within the brackets, and 
the subscripts u and A indicate that the averages are 
taken over the regions of configuration space u and A, 
respectively. The explicit expressions for these averages 
are 

<exp(-~ L: CaPEap) 
kT a.p • 

= J e-'P(q;·O)/kT exp(-~ L: CaPEap )du / 
• kT a.p 

f e-'P(q;·O)/kTdu, (10) 

• 

<exp(-~ L: CaPEaf3) 
kTa.f3 A 

=fe-'P(q;.O) ,kT exp(-~ L: Caf3Eaf3)dA/ 
kTa.p 

f e-'P(q;·O) /kTdA. (lla) 
A 

For small strains and high temperatures, the conditions 
under which the experimental effects of strain on dif
fusion are usually determined, the exponents in Eq. (9) 
can be expanded into a series, and only the first two 
terms need be retained. Thus, Eq. (9) can be written as 

where (CaP). and (CaP)A are given by 

(Caf3).= f( aCP) e'P(q;·O)/kTdu / 
• aEaf3 2i·O 

f e-'P(q;·O)/kTdu, (12) 

• 

Taking logarithms of Eq. (11) and utilizing the fact 
that In(1-x)::::-x for small x, gives 

r(Ea f3) 1 
In--= -{L: [(Caf3 )A - (Call).]EaP}, (14) 

ro kT a.p 

or, defining a parameter map by 

ma{3= (Caf3)A -(Caf3).. (15) 

Equation (14) can be written as 

r(Eap)=rO exp(~ L: maPEa(3)' (16) 
kTa .f3 

Since ro can always be written as8 

(17) 

where 6.E* is the energy of activation for the atomic 
jump and p* is an effective frequency, it is evident from 
Eq. (16) that the strain affects the jump frequency by 
an effective change in the energy of activation. 

Equation (16) shows that the jump frequency has a 
simple exponential dependence on the strains and that 
this dependence is controlled by the derivatives of the 
potential energy with respect to the strains evaluated 
at the saddle point of the activated state. 

Equation (16) gives the general relation between the 
jump frequency and the strain that will be used in this 
paper. 

To illustrate the application of Eq. (16), three special 
cases will be considered: 

(1) Uniform compression or expansion, in which 

(18) 

(all other strains = 0) 
(2) Simple shear, in which 

(19) 

(all other strains = 0) 
(3) Simple elastic tension or compression in the x 

direction, in which 

E"",,= EL, 
Eyy= E .. = - fJ.EL, 

(20) 

where fJ. is Poisson's ratio. For these three cases, Eq. 
(16) gives the following results: For uniform compres
sion or expansion, 

r( E) = r oe(3mlkT) ., (21) 
where 

J e-'P(q;·O)/kTdA. (24) 
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For simple shear, 

where 
r(E.) = r oe(2m./kT)", 

m.=(C.)A -(C.)., 

(25) 

(26) 

(C.)A and (C.)" are given by statistical averages similar 
to Eqs. (23) and (24), i.e., 

(27) 

(28) 

For simple elastic tension or compression ill the x 
direction, 

where 
(29) 

or 

(30) 

m. DEPENDENCE OF VACANCY CONCENTRATION 
ON STRAIN 

The n appearing in Eq. (1) has a difIerent significance 
for difIerent mechanis~ns of diffusion. Broadly speaking, 
n is the probability that a diffusing particle has a site 
available to jump into. For dilute interstitial difIusion 
this probability is nearly unity whether or not the 
system is strained. For diffusion by a vacancy mecha
nism, however, n is the atomic fraction of vacancies in 
the crystal, given by 

n=n~/NT, (31) 

where n~ is the vacancy concentration, and NTis the 
total number of lattice sites per cubic centimeter. It 
is therefore necessary to investigate the variation of nv 
with strain. 

The atomic fraction of vacancies in a crystal at equi
librium is given by (see Appendix) 

n~= J ... J e-';~(p; · q;)/kT If dPidqi I 
J ... f e-';o(p; ,q;)/kT If dPidqh (32) 

vacancy and ..po is the energy of the perfect crystal. 
Performing the integrations over the momenta Pi con
verts Eq. (32) into 

r, .. fC-'PO(q;)'kT :q dqj II (v.)", (33) 
• 1 k 

where CP. (q) and cpo(q) are the potential energies in a 
crystal containing a vacancy and in a perfect crystal, 
respectively, each taken as a function of all the co
ordinates; (v.) " is the frequency of the kth vibrational 
mode in the crystal containing a vacancy; and (vo)" is 
the frequency of the kth normal mode in a perfect 
crystal. In a strained crystal, the cp and the v must be 
written as functions of strain, so that (33) becomes 

n. (EafJ) 

J ... f exp[ - CPo (qj,EafJ)/ kT] If dqj I} (V~')k. 
(34) 

An estimate of the effect of strain on the frequency 
ratios can be made from Grlineisen's relation1o 

d lnv/ d lnV~ -,)" (35) 

where V is the volume and')' is a positive constant. 
Integrating Eq. (35) for each vibrational mode as the 
crystal goes from the strained to the unstrained state 

(36) 

(37) 

where 8V is the volume change arising from the strain. 
Grlineisen's relation, therefore, leads to an equality of 
frequency ratios in the strained and unstrained systems: 

II (lIo'hlII (v. 'h= II (lIohlII (v.)". (38) 
k k k k 

where ..p~ is the energy of the crystal containing a Therefore, the ratio of Eqs. (34) and (33) is 

n.(EafJ) I I II f --= . . . exp[ - CP. (qj,EafJ)/kT]:q dqj . . . e-'PfI(q;)/kT:q dqi 
n. 1 1 

x J ... f C-'PO(q;)/kT If dqj If· .. f exp[ - cpo(qj,EafJ)/kT] If dqj. (39) 

,0 101m Clarke Slater, Introduction to ChemicalPhys-ics (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1939), p. 238. 


